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Abstract. Preventing unplanned returns, including readmissions and representations to the emergency department is increasingly becoming a
performance target for hospitals across the globe. Significant successes have been
reported from interventions put in to place by hospitals to reduce their incidence.
However, despite several risk stratification algorithms being proposed in recent
years, there is limited use of these algorithms in hospital services to identify
patients for enrolment into these intervention programs. This study identifies
constraints limiting the practical use of such algorithms. We also develop and
validate models that focus on clinically relevant patient cohorts and are thus better
suited to practical deployment in hospitals, while still offering good predictive
ability.
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Introduction
As hospitals around the world struggle to meet increasing demand despite constrained
budgets, reducing potentially preventable chronic disease readmissions, often credited
with being responsible for a significant portion of health spending [1],[2], is
increasingly climbing the priority list of hospital administrators. Recent efforts to
measure readmission rates and penalise hospitals based on these [3],[4] have further
driven efforts to identify high risk patients and driving targeted interventions to reduce
the incidence of them returning to hospital as unplanned readmissions or emergency
department (ED) presentations.
While it has been shown that no single intervention implemented alone
significantly reduces 30-day readmission rates [5], several intervention programs have
reported success in reducing the incidence of unplanned revisits to hospital among
enrolled patients [5],[6]. In Australia, the HARP program, introduced and run by the
Victorian Department of Health, has been the most successful to date, claiming 35%
fewer ED presentations and 52% fewer emergency admissions among recruited patients
[7].
In contrast, while several models have been proposed over recent years for
predicting the risk of hospital readmission [8]–[12], the performance of most has been
found to be sub-optimal [10] and very few are actively used in hospital settings for risk
stratification. Development of the popular PARR tool developed in the UK [8] was
discontinued within a few years of its launch. The Australian HARP program itself
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utilised a combination of techniques ranging from nurse instinct to paper based scoring
tools to nominate patients for enrolment in the program [7].
We recently developed several models that utilised cohort population and clinical
data and demonstrated that they were capable of precisely identifying chronic disease
patients with a high risk of rehospitalisation within 30 days [13]. In discussing the
practical application of these to drive interventions, we identified that several patient
cohorts included in our analysis, and in other models proposed around the world, were
of low relevance to clinicians seeking to identify patients for these interventions. Of
these, Dialysis patients were the only cohort that we had specifically removed in our
previous modelling. Also, while our algorithms focussed on readmission within 30
days, clinicians were also keen on identifying patients that might re-present to ED
within 30 days following discharge from hospital.
This study was undertaken with the objective of employing administrative and
clinical information for patients belonging to a lower socio-economic region of
Queensland, Australia, to develop and validate prediction models for identifying
chronic disease patients with a high risk of unplanned non-routine readmission, representation, or return (readmission or re-presentation) within 30 days of discharge
from hospital. It is hoped these changes will better inform and support discharge
planning and community interventions aimed at reducing potentially preventable
readmissions of chronic disease patients.

1. Methods
The study re-employed data reported in [13], comprising administrative inpatient and
emergency department data from 2005-2010 for patients residing in a lower socioeconomic area of Queensland, Australia. The study focused on the patient cohort that
had at least one chronic disease admission (identified by ICD-10 codes, see Table I)
during the analysis period. Ethics approval for this research was obtained from the
Queensland Health Metro South Health Services District.

Table 1. List of ICD-10 diagnosis codes used to identify chronic disease patients for the study period
Diagnosis Code Block
E11*
I25*
I50*
I60*
I61*
I62*
I63*
I64*
J44*
J45*
J46*
N18*
Z49*

Description
Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus
Chronic Ischaemic Heart Disease
Heart Failure
Subarachnoid Haemorhage
Intracerebral Haemorrhage
Other Nontraumatic Intracranial Haemorrhae
Cereral Infarction
Stroke, Not Specified as Haemorrhage or Infarction
Other Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
Asthma
Status Asthmaticus
Chronic Kidney Failure
Care Involving Dialysis
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Following data linkage, the data was cleaned by removal of
incomplete/inconsistent records. All episodes identified as routine, i.e. Chemotherapy
(DRG=”R63Z”), Routine Rehabilitation same day (DRG=”Z60C”) and Renal Dialysis
(DRG=”L61Z”) were excluded from the modelling, though counts of such episodes
were included as variables for patients attending for other illnesses. Obstetric
admissions were removed as they were heavily weighted to return in less than 30 days.
Episodes representing index (first) admissions and where patients died during the
episode were also removed. The resulting dataset, comprised 39797 episodes, which
were divided into test and training sets at each iteration for modelling and independent
validation. Microsoft Excel 2007, R 3.1.1 and Matlab 7.13.0 were employed for data
manipulation and statistical analysis.
Potential predictor variables included patient demographic data, diagnosis codes
(ICD and DRG) and their interaction with the inpatient and emergency departments,
outpatient clinics, and some limited hospital affiliated community health services. Four
response variables were selected for the modelling – Return as an admitted patient,
Return as an admitted patient through emergency, Re-presentation at the emergency
department, and Return to hospital as either an admission or emergency presentation.
30 days was chosen as the benchmark return time as it is well regarded as the optimal
choice for the purpose [14]–[16], and is also employed by the metrics used for
evaluating and comparing hospital performance [3], [4]. The four resulting response
variables were RA30 - Return as an admitted patient within 30 days of discharge,
RA30E - Return as an admitted patient through emergency within 30 days of discharge,
RP30 – Re-presentation at ED within 30 days of discharge, and RU30 - Return to
hospital as either an admission or emergency presentation within 30 days of discharge.
Three algorithms were employed for model development. - generalised estimating
equations (GEE), artificial neural networks (ANN), and random forests (RF). The GEE
approach [17] was chosen because of its established efficacy in using weighted
combinations of observations to extract the appropriate amount of information from
correlated data. This was deemed to be a good fit given repeat encounters by patients
within the dataset. Initial variable selection was done using random forests [18]. The
top 15 variables selected here were fed to a stepwise binomial regression model to
select a significant variable set. This served as input to a GEE model that employed
Patient ID as the grouping variable. ANN [19] and RF [18] were employed given their
established superiority in pattern recognition from large complex data. Various
combinations of variables, including some informed by the variable selection employed
by the GEE modelling, were explored for developing ANN and RF models.
Sensitivity and specificity were calculated for each encounter and the Receiver
Operator Characteristic (ROC) graph was generated for each evaluation. The c-statistic,
representing the area under the ROC curve, was then calculated for each model as a
measure of discrimination and used to compare the performance of the models.

2. Results
Variable selection revealed overlap across the various response variables evaluated,
with 6 variables being returned as important across all response variables. Table 2 lists
the significant variables selected for each response variable in the GEE modelling.
The performance of the various models for each response variable is presented in
Figure 1. The performance of GEE models was average, achieving between 62% and
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64% area under the curve in the ROC analysis. ANN models reported higher levels of
performance, with the area under the curve in the ROC analysis ranging between 72%
and 78%. The best performance was reported by the RF models, achieving between
74% and 82% area under the curve in the ROC analysis. Figure 2 presents the ROC
curve for the RF model employing RP30 as the response variable. Generally, the
performance was highest for these models predicting re-presentation to ED within 30
days of discharge from hospital.

Table 2. Significant variables used in GEE models
RESPONSE VARIABLE
PREDICTOR VARIABLE
RA30

RA30E

RP30

RU30

Days since last discharge (ReturnedIn)









DRG family of current admission (DRGcat)









Admission Index of current admission in system history
(VisitID)









DRG family of previous admission (PREV.DRGcat)



Standardised Admission Unit of current admission
(cadm_stnd_unit)









Primary Diagnosis ICD-10 chapter of current admission
(PD1cat)





Standardised Admission Unit of previous admission
(PREV.cadm_stnd_unit)









Length of Stay of current admission (LOS)









Number of Outpatient Department visits in the past 180 days
(OPD180)



Number of ICD-10 Diagnosis codes attached to this admission
(NUMICD)



Age at time of current admission (Age)





Number of Outpatient Department visits in the past 365 days
(OPD365)





Number of Emergency Department presentations in the past
365 days (EDIS365)







Primary Diagnosis ICD-10 chapter of previous admission
(PREV.PD1cat)







Number of ICD-10 Diagnosis codes attached to previous
admission PREV.NUMICD



Number of Emergency Department presentations in the past
180 days (EDIS180)



Number of Emergency Department presentations in the past 90
days (EDIS90)





Length of Stay of previous admission (PREV.LOS)
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Figure 1. Comparing Model Performance

Figure 2. ROC Curve (Random Forest model for RP30)

3. Discussion
The key contribution of this study is the development and validation of risk
stratification algorithms that focus on clinically relevant cohorts of patients. By
excluding admissions that are operationally less relevant, it is hoped that the algorithms
will be more meaningful for clinicians and possibly lead to these being incorporated in
discharge planning. The predictors employed for the analysis represent a good mix of
administrative and clinical parameters that can be easily accessed from existing
information systems without requiring additional input from clinical staff.
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The ROC analysis demonstrates that while removing routine admissions, which are
likely easier to predict given their nature, reduces the efficacy of the models when
compared to previous models [13], reasonably good models can still be developed for
predicting clinically relevant return to hospital. The performance of ANN and RF
models was found to be significantly superior to GEE models, and RF models
outperformed both other approaches for all response variables. A better understanding
of the difference in performance and discriminative ability between the algorithms
could however be gained from additional analysis of correctly and incorrectly predicted
encounters, and from further testing on datasets from other hospital services. Predicting
the return of a patient to ED offered the highest performance across the response
variables with both ANN and RF models, which was somewhat expected given that the
patient cohort comprised chronic disease patients with complex care needs, a group
more prone to emergency presentations and admissions via the ED.
The developed models exhibit good discrimination ability while serving the task of
addressing only clinically relevant cohorts of patients. We are currently discussing a
trial of these models at a local health service and incorporating information from
pharmacy and general practice to further improve predictive power.

4. Limitations
The study focused on patients primarily belonging to a specified lower socio-economic
region in the state. Additional analysis needs to be undertaken before the models
developed as part of this study can be applied outside this region. The study was unable
to account for patients that may have visited hospitals interstate or overseas, or not
returned because they died. Because of limited collection of outpatient and community
health data, the efficacy of these indicators could not be fully exploited and more work
needs to be done to improve models with information from these data sources. The
model does not employ clinical and non-clinical indicators during the current visit. The
process would benefit from research into how these indicators could be integrated.
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